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Thomas Spends Two

Founded In 1887

Days At Colby

Announce Cast
Of Powdfer And

Ronald. Storrs,
Diplomat, Speaks,
Lecture Course
Former Governor Tells
Of Conflict Between
Jews And Arabs

¦.

-e

Wi g Play

Elizabeth Buckner To
Have Lead In Production
Of CapekV "R." U, R."
r

"Palestine is the question of the
hour," declared Sir Ronald Storrs ,
noted English diplomat and former
Governor-General of Palestine in his
address at the First Baptist church ,
Tuesday evening.
Sir Ronald Storrs, in the first part
of his lecture, took the part of a Jew
and , in the latter, the part of an Arab.
While speaking as a Jew he mentionSIPv RONALD STORRS
Jews
believed
and
ed the fact that the
lived up to the writings of the Old
Testament. Their highest ambition
was to once again own Israel and to
have a country to call their own. They
believed that there was only one place
for the Israelites and that was in
Israel.
Sir Ronald said that the Jews started going back to Palestine at the beginning of the World War after the
Portland Lawyer Traces
Balfour Declaration had been drawn
History Of Semites
up. They started 'building hospitals,
tilling the soil, etc. The Jews were
Sunday evening, Israel Bernstein
not naturally farmers but they had
of
Portland spoke to' a group
never had the chance to return and
faculty members, and
of
students,
farm before. The soil was well detownspeople.
Professor Wilkinson of
veloped. In Java, the orange and
the
History
department
introduced
lemon groves were the best in the
explaining
, that this
Mr.
Bernstein
,
world. Sir Ronald stated , "The desert
was
the
second
in
a
series
of Interwas made to rejoice and blossom like
Protestants,
faith
meetings
of
Jews,
the rose." During the 20 years under
English rule, the population , has and Catholics. Eabbie Lewittes who
:
grown ' 'f rortf ' ~S0;fr6lrto';' 450^0 0"peb^ W^ s- srhpp^dsed^b'*sp'"eak Sunday" evening, was unable to be in Waterville
pie.
Sir Ronald Storrs next presented at that time; and Mr. 'Bernstein , a
himself as an Arab, giving the Arabic well known lawyer in Portland , spoke
point of view. He believed the Arabs in his place. A brief summary of Mr.
to be a naturally gifted race with a Bernstein 's talk follows :
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)

Israel Bernstein
Addresses Second
Jewish Meeting

Library Receives Valuable
Addition To Hard y Collection
Carroll A Wilson Don ates
Manuscripts And
Pictures
The new year was opened with
great excitement in the library of
Colby college, caused by the arrival
of one of the most significant and inviting of recent additions to the Colby
Hardy Collection, This new accession came as a benefaction from Carroll A. Wilson of New York city , who
had already placed the library in
Maine under obligation to him by
gifts of books in the past.
Last week's gift consists of 'books ,
letters, notes, photographs, clippings ,
autographs, covering a period of nearly fifty years. The collection originally belonged to two New York ladies,
who had formed the habit of reading
Hard y aloud to their Manhattan
friends back in the days when "The
Return of the Native" "The Mayor
of Casterbridge," and "Far fi-om the
Madding Crowd ," werel making
Hardy one of the most popular of
Victorian novelists. Eventually tho
two sisters went to England and made
the acquaintance of Hardy and his
first wife , ju st at tho time when tho
novelist was achieving notoriety
through the publication of "Toss of
the D'Urborv illos." The Hnrdys and
the two American ladies becam e very
friendly, Thoy lunched and dinod together ; thoy wont on walks nnd rides;
they exchanged hospitality and letters And anecdotes ,—all in ' the fr eest
and most gonial manner.

Glee Club Plans
Concert Here Feb. 21
Tri p To Aroostook
Tho schedule of the Colby Glee
Club outlines an active program for
the current year. The club , having
given its first concert at Athens, December 13, plans to entertain the student body and friends of Colby, February 21, with its annual concert.
Several other concerts will also be
given during the second semester.
Previous to tho Spring vacation , the
club will travel the Aroostook loop-for
three days, March 21-23, giving concerts at Caribou and Houlton ; while
definite plans have been made for
concerts in Augusta and Portland , the
dates of which have not been announced.

The cast of the first Powder and
Wig production of the current year,
Capek's "R. U. R.," has been released
for publication; and as was expected ,
it is studded with Powder and Wig
talent, supported by freshman "comers." Elizabeth Buckner , who. is already well-known in the dramatic circles of Colby, has the lead ; and plays
the- part of Helena Glory, a humanitarian idealist. She is well supported
by Elizabeth Fitzgerald , who is still
remem'bered for her work in "The
Three Cornered Moon ," Estelle Rogers, who recently played in "Romance
Is a Racket ;" and Barbara Mitchell,
who last appeared as the diminutive
coquette in "Manikin and Minikin."
The names of some of the men, especially Woodrow Hall, Earle Higgins,
and John Pendleton , all members of
the Powder and Wig, recall a list of
Productions which include "Dear Brutus," "Three
Cornered
Moon ,"
"Everyman," "The Friend of Poti(Continued on page 6)

Faculty Active
Oyer Holiday^ _
^

Ei ghteen Attend Conven-

tions And Four Present
Papers Before Societies

During the Christmas recess, eighteen members of the Colby faculty attended conventions of various learned societies held annually at this season.
Of these, . four Colby professors
took part in their respective convention, programs , giving papers embodying their : latest . research. At the
American Mathematical Society, at
Richmond, Va., Dr. I. J. Shoenberg
with Professor J. von Neuman of
Princeton's Institute for Advanced
Study presented a joint ' paper on
"Fournier Intergrals and Metric Geometry." Dr. Sharon L. Finch spoke
on "Numerals in Greek Manuscripts"
before tho American Philological Association at Providence. Professor
Richard J. Lougee gave an illustrated
paper before the Geological Society
of America in New York on "Correlation of Lato Glacial Hinge Lines in
(Continued on page 3)

NOTICE

Any senior mon wishing to submit
to a preliminary examination for aviation training with tho U. S. Naval ReTho American ladies continued servo* are
asked to boo Mr , Warron,
thoir practice of reading Hardy aloud; Jtegiatrar
's Office at onco.
and as tlvoir friendship with tho
(Continued on page 3)
Elinor C. Warren,

Norman Thomas, Former Presidential Candidate Will Speak Sunday And Monday

NORMAN . THOMAS

Eustis Claims
Trustess . Not
Profiteers
Treasurer Explains
i-- i fColIege-As^-A Business'-'- In M en 's Assembly

Norman Thomas, head of Uvj
Socialist party,
executive director of the League of Industrial Democracy, and three * timesSocialist , candidate, , for , presi- ,
dent, will be in Waterville next- Sunday and Monday, January 15 and 1,6."
On Sunday morning at 9:30 , he will '
address the Sunday morning Men 's ;Class at the Opera House. .¦His topic 1 for this address will be, "Adventures
of Freedom in America." Sunday
evening, Mr. Thomas will speak at the Colby Student Forum. On Monday evening, he will give a public address on "Must We Accept War," at
the First-Baptist church. 200 tickets
have been reserved for Colby students
who wish to attend this address.
Norman Thomas is recognized as
one of the most brilliant and inspired
speakers on social questions in this
country today. As the head of the
Socialist party, he is a fearless leader
to millions of adherents. To cultured
liberals, Mr. Thomas is " the clearest
and most civilized spokesman for the
cooperative commonwealth.
Mr. Thomas' fearless .views on social questions have . made him the target of much criticism. He was re- '
cently barred from speaking in Jersey City'by Mayor Hague. When he,
did apear in that city his address was '
broken up by a bom'bardment of rotv*^^
(ie"n"ei?fi'S."w "**' ^r-^^^^^T^^^^^^^^^^^^^

A native v of Marion, Ohio', Mr. '
Thomas was -graduated from PrineeCContinued on-page 6)
Professor Eustis, realizing the
superficial knowledge and misunderstood facts concerning the administra tion of the college by some Colby
students, gave an address last Friday
in chapel entitled , "Colby College as
a . Business." Prompted by the remark
of a senior . to the effect that "due to
the large enrollment this year , the
The program of the 1939 Winter
trustees must be making a lot of Carnival is rapidly nearing complemoney," Professor Eustis explained tion , with the various committees havthe work ings of the college.
ing1 been assigned their respective
The annual income from student duties. This year, G. Ellis Mott will
fees and tuition is $153,075. " Out -of head the music committee; Barney
this amount .$30,000 is used expressly Jordan;, the ski meet committee ';' Ed-;- 7
for financial assistance. This means ward Lake and Robert Ganders, the, ' 7;
a net return of about $123,000, just Friday entertainment
committee; 77
about the estinllited income from en- Miss Marj ory Duff y and Barbara'' A ,
dowments. Our endowment since 1929 Towle, the Saturday entertainment:;
has increased oyer $1,000 ,000 and our and ball committee ; Russell Birt-v; ;
operating budget $100,000. The col- wistle, the figure skating committee ; ;; ;;
lege employs on its regular payroll Carl McGraw, the transportation com- ; .
105 to 112 persons.
mittee ; and Richard Noyes, the ticket 7'
The college is organized as a cor- committee. Paradoxically, the first AA
poration similar to a regular business task in completing the program/ that 7
of choosing ' the Carnival Queen , will 7
(Continued on page 3)
not be' the work of- any one commit- 7/
tee; but the work of the entire col- v
,;
•¦ A;
: . ¦ • '. • AS-:' :< ¦ '-¦¦}AA
lege.
To be a carnival queen is one of theA'. A
most coveted co-ed honors; and the, '/
reign of the queen , although' short , is . ,';;
enjoyable. The-queen makes her first ,; 7:
The preliminaries of the Hallowell appearance at the hockey game, Sal;- . .:
'
Pr ize Sp ea k in g Contest wor e h eld urday afternoon , when she shares her : 7!
Mon d ay afternoon f r om 1 to 5: 30 throne of snow with her attendants.1; 7
o'clock under the direction of Profes- At this function , however , she sjt sH,;?
sor Herbert C Libby. About seventy merely as a spectator, and batchesAS
f r om th e men 's di vision to ok p art , her warriors with interested pleasure; :¦ '
each being limited to a, thre e m inut e It is at tho ball in the ' evening : tliat ' ¦;.?
speech. This was, the first speaking she shows her regal station^: -S SheS:;k
contest of the college year. Tho reigns during .tho entire -social oyonijl ^iECHO hopes it will soon bo able to tho major feature of: xyhichj ' and |thp 7;'|;
announce tho finalists , but it ¦will-take fitting climax 1 of tho-' carnival^'is '^r^ii:
sometime to d etermine thos o t o b o coronation by Lewis O. Barrows*]e oVSAi
eliminated, Professor Libby has stat- ornor 'of Maine.. -' . - . ¦' .Ar- iAi ' - S 'ASAAA
AMi
ed that h o expects to be able to hold ,. In all probability thb, Dbwn-Easi;er»:||
tho finals of this ¦ . contest; before the will again, provide tlio lnusiC 'fpri 'itho^ll
end of the month.
Barn Dance. w THis ' will ; be^wol(2om^||
news for thoso who, attoiidod^ v :iaa<i|||
yoar. No doubt , tho iDown^EaBtbr^p
.-, . NOTJCE
had a lot to do wiillr the' au cj^
Th ove will bo, tv inootin g of the Arts event , which In cidontajly; •_ is '^nfo .^iiti'^l^l^
Club on Monday, January 1 6, at 4:00 Tho d anco , which ^wUl^- 'b'o^Fridi^^
in tho Music room , Mr,. Howard night, will bo under ^tho idirocitibn^il^
' coiiij iiittbbfiP
Roman will bo tho speaker,
entortainmentv
the
Friday
¦ . ¦
¦¦ ,. ¦. . ' ,:' ¦: 'A ::.:Ai ,. - ,:.!,\.,

Qomtmttees Are
Framed For Annual
Winter Carnival

Seventy Take Part
Pan-Hel Dance Opens
In Hallowell Prelims
Formal Social Season
Last Saturday night , January 7,

One of tho most ambitious under- th e wint er so cial se ason was formall y

takings of the Glee Club in the past
years has 'been' its annual participation in the ' Glee Club Festival . This
year , the New England Glee Club Association Festival, usually held in
Boston or the environs, has been indefinitely postponed. However, it is
easy t o su pp ose that th is clu b wi ll be
as active ns usual with the program
outlined above.

Socialist Part y leader
To Address Gro u ps Her e

ppohod by the Panhellenic Dance,
B ob Fr eeman an d his or chestra , f rom
Boston , swung the music to the en:
joyment , of th e d anc ers , while the
v er sat ile d rummer , going temporarily
b erserk , provided a pleasant diversion
•
with his novelty numbers. -

The d ecorations , carried out in tho
theme of blue and silver, were in tuno
with th e greater feeling of friendliness , the , embodiment of the Panhellenic spirit. . . , ; .
The patrons and' ' patronesses wore
Dean .Ninotla M, Runnals , Doan and
Mrs . Ernest C. Marrihor , Miss -Lillian
Evans , an d Mr, Howard: Roman.
' The committ e e, in , charge of tho
dance: was:' Ruth Goul d , cha.irmnii ,
Constance Pratt; Isabel Abbott, and
Ellon Fitch.
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Fighting Colby Quintet Loses
To Maine On Free Throw
In Last Minute Of Play
Mules Take Early Lead;
Rimosukas High
Scorer

Mule Hoopsters
Lose Three In
Massachusetts

In the opening encounter of 1939
state series court warfare at Orono
last Saturday night, the University of
Maine quintet bested a fighting Colby
Minus as much as one game's excrew with a foul in the last minperience
this winter, the Col'by Basute of play to gain a 32-31 advantage.
eteers
lost
their first three games of
Colby stepped out in front during the
early stages of the first half , trailed the season while making a three day
by one basket at the intermission , and invasion of colleges in Massachusetts.
came back strong in the second ses- On Thursday evening, Dec. 16, the
sion to make the ball game a toss-up Mules lost to Lowell Textile by a
score of 22 to 25; on Friday evening,
unti l the final gun.
they .lost to Clark University
The game opened in a dull fashion , Dec. 16,
by a score of 24 to 39; and oh Saturwith neither team scoring in the first
they lost to
day evening, Dec. 17
five minutes. Then Spina sent in a
Institute of TechnoloMassachusetts
set shot that drew first blood for Colgy by a score of 32 to 36.
by. With Rimosukas bearing the
The players making the trip to Masbrunt of the scoring, Oolby managed
sachusetts
were as follows : Dick Hopto pile up an 11-3 lead. Then Maine
Bus
Burrill , Vic Malins, Mike
kins,
came back with five field goals in a
Maynard Irish,
Al
Rimosukas,
Spina,
row to nab the lead. The half ended
Gil Peters ,
Stan
Gruber,
Chick
Hatch,
with the score at 16-14, after Tracy
Beach,
George
Bob
Pullen
,
Al
Reed
,
broke a tie for Maine.
Stanley.
and
Manager
At the outset of the second half ,
Colby again took the upper hand , Bur- Colby Beaten by 3 Points
A rally in the last minute and 40
rill and Peters sinking three fouls.
With ten minutes left to play and the seconds of play gave Lowell Textile
score at 25-24 for the pale blue, a 25 to 22 win over the touring Colby
Maine took a time-out. The lead see- basketball team. The Mules had a
sawed back and forth, and with only a one point lead before George Gianaris
minute to play, Wilson of Maine was tied the count with a foul which he
awarded a free throw. This one point followed with a two pointer.
The narrow playing surface bothproved to be the margin of victory
for Maine, despite the desperate Col- ered the Colby quintet to no end,
by attack during the remaining sec- but they managed to gain an early
lead and hold it almost to the end.
onds.
Poor shooting and many wild passes The loss of Vic Malins, who fouled
featured the game, but the closeness out in the third period , dampened
of the encounter kept the 2500 spec- Colby's hopes for victory.
tators on their feet during the second Mules Outclassed by Clark Five
The Colby basketball team went
half. The fast, furious pace necesdown
to its second defeat in as many
sitated the calling of many fouls , and
starts
as Clark University went on a
the ability of the Mules to throw in
points from the free line was the fac- scoring spree in the last half to hang
tor that kept the game from being a up 19 points and a 39 to 24 victory.
The- Colby quintet looked good in
Maine walk away.
Bourgoin was the outstanding per- the opening half as they made their
former for the Maine quintet, sinking shots count, and when the whistle
five field goals to lead in the Univer- blew ending the activity for the first
sity scoring. For Colby, Rimosukas 20 minutes of action , they were only
captured high scoring honors with behind one point, 19 to 20.
The Mules looked almost as bad in
ten points, while Bus Burrill , playing
his usual rug'ged game, was second the second half as they did good in
with eight, six of them scored on the first. Colby had plenty of shots
fouls. Vic Malins played a good in the second half , but just couldn 't
game, and was particularly brilliant click as they had earlier. While Colin snagging rebounds from the back by could dump but 5 points through
the netted curtains in the last stanza ,
boards.
Clark was equally as good as they
Maine (32)
had
previously showed , by pushing' in
G.
P. P.
19
points.
Drew, If
0
0
0
,__ 2
Tracy
0
4 Colby Loses to M. I. T.
M. I. T., one of the strongest basBourgoin, rf
5
0
10
ketball
teams in New England , conWhitten .._ .
0
1
1
qtierer
of
Harvard and Northeastern ,
|
Kent , c
l
.1
carved
another
notch in their victory
Stabley
0
0
0
belt
by
defeating
Oolby 36 to 32 in
__
__
Arbor, lg
2
0
4
one
of
the
best
games
of the season.
Roberts
0
0
0
Colby,
showing
rtiarked
improveWilson , rg
2
2
C
ment
from
their
first
two
touring
tilts
Craig
2
0
4
with Lowell Textile and Clark University, respectively, fought nip and tuck
Total _ -_
14
4
32
throughout the game and it wasn't
Colby (31)
until the last few minutes of play that
G.
F. P. the Technicians came through with
Rimosukas , If
3
4
10 their win. At half time the Mules
Hatch
0
0
0 were deadlocked at 16-all , but the
Myshrall
0
0
0 last period spurt was too much for
g
Burrill , rf _
i
8 the Colby players to overcome.
Gruber
0
0
0
Coach, Eddie Roundy, trying desPeters, c
1 2
4 perately to find a quintet with some
Hopkins
0
0
0 scoring power , changed his lineup
Spina , lg
3
0
G somewhat, placing Bus Burrill in the
Irish __
0
0
0 pivot spot and Mike Spina into a
Malins, rg
i.
l
3 forward berth . The result was very
satisfactory. Burrill contributed 12
Total
fl
13
31 points to the cause of Colby and Spina
Time : 2 20> s.
came through with 5,
Referees : Flaherty and Watton.
PING PONG AND HANDBALL

Icemen Lose First
Contest To Brown

TOURNAMENT NOTICE
A h thoso wishing to enter either
the handball or ping pong singles
tournaments should sign thoir names
Tiie White Mu le pucksters of Colby on. tho entry lists posted in the locker
lost their first ho ck ey ventur e to rooms. Prompt action is necessary
Brown University at Providence bo- because tho lists will bo closed soon
f ore th e Chr istmas holida y s by a scor e according to an announcement made
of 4 ' toO ,
by Mr , Loebs.

All of thb scoring was clone in tho
first period as Brown gave their all
in ono gre at ' offensive drive. The
Colby tonm clearly showed the lack
o f teamwor k ns ' thoy went into the
. gume without n singlo hockey practice
duo to the lack of ico,

QUALIT Y FOOTWEA R
Always Corr ectly Styled

> ndicott -J olmson Shoe

Store

MULE -KICKS

By RALPH DELANO

B. G, Whitewashes Fortiniess
Colby Pucksters 7-0
Fortin Out With Bad
Knee, Colby
Undermanned

Hockey Team Wins
League Battle

Colby hockey stock fell with a
thump when little Ray Fortin was reported off duty because of a leg injury received' in the game with Northeastern. Fortin was no mild sensation in that game; and what a hand
that Northeastern crowd gave him ! Colby won her first New England
Coach Bill Millett told me it was the Intercollegiate league hockey contest
bigg-eat band he had ever heard a last Friday night by topping a stubcrowd give any hockey player , ama- born Northeastern sextet at the Arena
teur or professional, and tbe coach 8 to 5.
Paced by the diminutive and brilhas seen a few hockey games. The
crowd would probably have cheered liant Fortin the Mules kept the crowd
louder if it had been known that tbe of 2500 standing in their seats as they
spunky Colby star played most of tbe went on to win a free scoring, hard
game after he bad chipped a knee- checking gaine.
bone in a mix-up that occurred in tbe
Fortin and Bolduc Shine
first few minutes of play. Tough
The contest was very interesting
break.
and
hard fought as the Huskies lcept
—C—
the
Mules
pretty well at bay until a
If you are interested , Maine baspair -of costly penalties by Gerry Grifketball stands:
Won Lost fin proved to be their undoing. Only
0
5 one substitution went in for Colby
Bates
1
0 during the waning minutes of play,
Maine
0
4 yet in spite of this fact Fortin and
Colby
Bolduc were invincible as they tallied
four
and three times respectively.
No Whiskers
Colby, using a fast break, scored
Heard an announcer speak of basin
the first play when Bob Wheelock
ketball as "the grand old game." In
up Tony Bolduc for a shot which
set
one sense it isn't so old. The man
dented
the netting for the initial tally.
who invented it , Naismith , is stil l
Here
the
Mules were temporarily
alive.
slowed
down
as the Huskies employed
— C—
a
hard
body
cheeking game accomGood Intentions
panied
'by
rough
tactics.
Among my New Year 's ResoluThe second period was one of tortions :
rid
action. With Griffin in the penal1. To remember , when writing on
ty
box
, Fortin passed to Bolduc who
this page, that there are a few good
scored
on a nice shot between Hefmen on other college teams and all
ron
's
legs.
Then with Bolduc in the
Oolby losses don 't have to he alibied.
"c
oop
" Fortin scored unassisted. De2. To forget the word "rejuvenated" in respect to second half come- Veber then set up Fortin again who
tallied. Griffin was again penalized
backs of Colby teams.
3. Not to hail every hardworking for roughness and the Mules tallied
fellow who scores over ten points in twice more to forge ahead.
A goal in the early minutes of the
a ball gam e as "the greatest Colby
final canto and at mid-time on unplayer since Joe Umph."
4. To forget the word "foxy" in assisted dashes by Fortin practically
connection with Fred Brice, Univer- salted the game. DeVeber added to
the Colby total by scoring unassisted
sity of Maine football coach.
through Beaton.
Frat Fights Frat
Colby (8)
() Northeastern
Inter-fraternity
basketball
and Macintosh , g
g, Hefron
bowling now under way. In basket- Wheelock , rd
rd , Cunningham
ball the D. U.'s are the defending Rancourt , Id
Id, Griffin
champs from last year, and they offi- Fortin , c
"_
c, Ganong
cially opened the season last Satur- DeVeber , rw
rw, Lennon
day with a 22-38 win over tbe Bolduc, lw
lw, Chipman
Lambda Chis. In bowling the K. D.
Colby subs : Jones, Dibble , Peck,
R.'s were last year 's champs. The D. and Croteau.
U.'s and Lambda Chi's will also open
the bowling league Monday, after this
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 5
column is handed to the editor.

From Northeastern

The Colby hockey team minus the
services of Ray F'ortin went down to
crushing defeat before the vaunted
power of Boston College 7 to 0 at the
Arena last Saturday night.
Macintosh Superb
The Mule sextet with the Hiram
Pearson Macintosh 4th playing a
stellar game in the nets kept the
Eagles down to two tallies in first two
periods. The relentless B. C. attack ,
however , finally took its toll on the
tired pucksters of Colby to score five
times in the final session.
Without the peerless Fortin the
Mules lacked the fire which downed
the Northeastern Huskies the previous
evening.
The Eagles scored onc-e in the first
period as a result of Dowry's pass t o
Daugherty. The second period which
was full of excitement saw Hi Macintosh stop practically everything- that
came his way.
In the last period , however, the
steady pressure of the B. C. attack
told the story as the boys from Boston went on to cage five more tallies.
Colby (0)
(7) Boston College
Macintosh , g
g, Moore
Wheelock , rd
rd ,' Buckley
'.
Rancourt , Id
Id , Maguire
DeVeber , c
c, Flynn
Jones, rw
rw, Pry or
Bolduc, lw
lw, Cuenin
Colby subs: Peck, Dibble, and Croteau.
rm-irnr—
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NOEL'S TAP ROOM
23 SILVER STREET

Painter 's Annex

Odd Shots
Giguere's Barber Shop
The Non-Frat-A. T. O. game was
a thriller that ran into overtime. . .
(Leo 's)
and Beaut y Parlor
Both teams fighting hard . . This Lunches.
Good Drinks , 3 for 25c
slush is no good for winter sports, or
Tel. 680
146 Main Street
the tempers of those that play them. 10 Common St., Opp. Opera Hou«e
. . Al Berrie , Colby star pitcher of
the last three years, was a proud papa
New Year 's Day ; another pitcher for
Colby . . must be the Class Baby. . .
Pack of Engraved Stationery consisting of
Last year Colby lost one state game in
12 sheets and 12 envelopes
basketball and won the championship
. . That's all.

Marked Down for the Month of January
19c

INTERFRATERNITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE—1939
Sat, Jan. 7, 2 !00 L. 0, A, vs. D. U.; 3 :00,
A.. T. O. vs. Non-Prat.
Mon , Jan. 0, 8 :30, Zetes vs. K, D, E,
Tues., Jnn. 10, 3 :30, Phi Delts vs. Tau Delta;
•1 !30, A . T. O, vs. L, C. A,
Tlni i'H ., Jan . 3.2, 8:30, Dekes vs, Tau Delta ;
<1 :30, Zotos vs. Non-Prats.
Fvi „ Jan. 13, 3 :30, Phi Delts vs. K. I>. It.
Mon., Jan. 10, 3:30, Zotos vs. L. C. A.
Tuob., Jan. 17, 3 :80 , A. T. O. vs. D. U.; '1;30,
Phi Del ts vs. Non-PriiUs.
Wed;, Jan, 18, 3 :30, IC. D. R. vs. Dekes.
Th urs., Jan, 10, 8 :30, Phi Dolts vs. L, 0. A ,;
4 :30, Zotos vs. D . U.
Sa t,, Jan, 21, 2 :00, Dote) vs. Non-.Vwts;
3 :00 , Tau Dolts vs, K. D. R.
Tuos., Fob, 7, 3 :80, L, 0. A, vs. Dekes :
-1 s30, D, U. vs. Phi Delta,
Wcd„ Feb. S, 8ii30, A, T, O, va. Zotos,
Thurs, Feb, 0 , 3 :30, Tau Doltn vs. NonPrntH ; -1 :30, Dokoa va. D. TJ.
PH., Ji'ob, 10, 3:80, Phi Dolts vs. A. T, O.
Men,, Feb. 13, 3:30, Tnu Dolts vs, L, O. A.
Tuos,, Fob. 14, 3:30 , K. D, R , vs. Non-Fv'iits;
4 :S0, Phi Dolts vs. Zetos.
Wed,, Feb. 113, 8 :80, Doltos vs, A, T. O,
Thurs,, Fob. 10, 8 :30, K, D, K. vs. L. C. A, ;
4 :30 , Tau Dolts vs. D , U.
Frl „ Fob, 17, 3:30 , Zotos vs. Dekes.
Sat., Fob, 18, 2 :0O, L. 0, A, vs. Non-Fmta ;
3:00 , D. U . vs. K, D, It.
Mon., Fob. 20, 3 :80, A. T. O, vs, Tau Dolts ,
Tuos., Fob, 21, 8 :30 , D. U, vs. Non-Pruts ;
'1 :80, K, D, R. vs. A, T. 0.
TIuii'h',, Fob, 28, 3:30, Zotos vs. Tnu Dolts ;
•I :80, Phi Dolts vs, Bokos,
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE S

Colby College Bookstore

Champ lin Hall

Room 12

BIG SALE at LEVINE 'S
Ski Parkas $5. value for $5.95
Dress Shirts $1.65 & '$ 1.95
value for $1.19
All 65c Neckwear , 3 for $1.00
"Where Colby Men Meet "

Lud y, '21

Pacy, '27

William Levine and Sons

Main Stree t

Waterville , Maine

Brush Portrays P6et
In Women 's Assembly

- Rev. John W. Brush spoke in women's assembly, Monday, on Robert
Burns, portraying Burns as singer of
the heart, and Scotland. "Just as
Italy is the land of Mussolini," sai d
Mr. Brush, "Scotland is the land of
Robert Burns."
This month Scottish people all over
the world will celebate Burns' birthday by holding "Burns' Night." One
of the interesting rites of "Burns'
Night," as explained by Mr. Brush,
is the bringing in of the haggis, the
stomach of a sheep, which is filled with
something similar to .turkey stuffing.
After the haggis has. been placed on
the banquet tabl^ , the toastmaster
reads Burns' "Address to the Haggis."
Mr. Brush read several colorful selections from Burns poetry, and concluded his talk with a "jingle written
to tell what Burns means ta me."
This, as well as the entire speech , was
enthusiastically received "by the assembly.

Fire In Deke - .Ifcii3eg0S^S^ ^e^^-;
And Necessitates New Quarte rs i

Eustis Claims

(Continued from page 1)

organization with a few important
dissimilarities. The governing body is
a board of trustees; the college is a
non-stock owning corporation; and it
does not operate for profit. Including the president and treasurer, the
number of trustees can not exceed
31 or be less than 21, each serving a
term of 3 years. The alumni elect 2
each year, the alumnae 1.
Prof. Eustis in analyzing the business of the college said a few words
on its history. The records show that
in 1817, the trustees voted that a professor of theology and a professor of
languages be appointed at salaries of
§600 and $500 yearly. Only one was
appointed and he received only $490
at the end of the year. In 1824, in a
letter by President Champlin we
learn of the expenses of attending
college. Board , $50.57 ; tuition and
room , $22; wood, $2 ; use of classical
books , $6; a total of $84.32.
The college receives from time to
time, gifts,¦-wh-ichi-are given only with
certain reservations. For instance,
there are special funds for a student
intending to- be a missionary in a particular girls' school in China. Another fund , whose restrictions prove
rather embarrassing, states that "no
student shall receive said benefit
whose personal character is corrupt,
or morals impure, or who uses alcoholic beverages or tobacco in any
form , or who persistently neglects to
observe studious habits, or to conform
with the college rules and regulations."
Professor Eustis made, in his brief
talk , no reference to Mayflower Hill
but stated that over one-half million
dollars has been spent to date , and the
next year 's expenditures will exceed
over one million dollars.

Israel Bernstein

(Continued from page 1)

Antisemitism means hostility to the
Jews. The causes are many and complex. The orthodox; Jews regard persecution as punishment for their sins
which will continue until the coming
of the Messiah. The Zionists believe
that the root cannot bo removed until
tho Jews have a political state of their
own. Certain liberal Jews believe that
tho remedy for anti-somitism is an
education, A fourth ' approach is that
of the Socialists, who believe that the
capitalists try to divert the working
class from their own troubles by holding up tho Jews as a target to shoot
at. Another cause of anti-semitijsm .is
the jealousy that springs From inferiority. Many Jews aro more . clever
and industrious than some men of
other races, which is annoying and
irritating to the inferior group, which
seeks appeasement through persecution of the Jews. Tho unassimilability of the Jew has brough t about antisemitism. Finally, Christianity is genoral , and tho Catholic church in particular, is the source of much antisemitism. Christians in the middle ages
instigated persecution of tho .Tews,
When you say it with Flowers, Say it
with Ours "

Mitchell's Flower Shop

144 Mnin St.

Tel. 467-W — 467-R

An interior view of the Delta Kappa Episoln House after the fire of New Year !s day.
At about three o'clock Sunday
morning, January 1st, just three
hours into the new year. Michael
Spina and Walter Reed , walking along
College avenue toward the campus
noticed a blaze in the D. K. E. house.
They awoke Chef Wallace Fields, his
wife, and child asleep in the house ;
and then turned in the first alarm of
the new year, which was recorded at
3:21 A. M. at the fire station.
The firemen did a marvelous job in
checking the flames when they did,
for the fire had started in the wall
b a ck of the fir epl a ce , an d h ad spr ead
through the walls of the whole front
part of the house. The firemen put
salvage covers over some of the books
¦
and furniture, and went out of "their
way to save things, both from the fire
and water. In spite of the fact that
the blaze was what is known to firemen as a "stubborn blaze "—that is,
they would check it in one corner and
it would break out in another—they
finally succeeded in bringing- it under
control in two hours. The insurance
company attributed the cause of the
fire to a defective brick in the back of
the chimney, through which a spark
had dropped , igniting the material between the walls.
Damage to the house was estimated
at between live ai.d six thousand dollars, while damage to furniture and
persona] property will probably bring
the total up to ten thousand dollars.
Everything' in the two second floor

front rooms was completely destroyed, (except a paddle that wasn't even
scorched) together with everything
in the "ram " on the third floor ; but
the greatest loss to several of the boys
was the destruction of notebooks containing all their laboratory or class
notes for the semester. All the fraternity relics and paintings were saved and tlie house and furniture was
covered by insurance.
This was the worst fire in any
building connected with the college
since Coburn Hall was .completely destroyed in 1926. It was the worst
fraternity house fire since the tragic
fire in the Lambda Chi house in North
Coll ege, December , 19 22 , when four
men were killed. ' Previous to that
there were fires in North College in
1904 and 1914.
The DICE house was built around
1880, by Daniel R. Wing, editor and
publisher of the Waterville Mail at
that time. Delta Kappa Epsilon
bought the house in 1898, planning to
make a chapter house of it, but the
fraternity did not move in until 1904 ,
renting the house to a Mrs. Butterfield in the interim. It was a new experiment at Colby to have a fraternity
living together in one house , and several members of the faculty were dubious as to its merits at the time. But
within a few years other fraternities
followed this example and took residences.
The house itself is too badly dam-

which established the roots of antise- then Germany, and finally in 1870
mitism.
Jews were free over practically all of
Central Europe. In Germany today
The Jews , Mr. Bernstein said , gave anti-semitism is merely political. Hittho foundations of monotheistic reli- ler is turning the wrath of the Gergion to the world. Tho Greeks gave mans on the Jews merely to keep
art , the Romans gave politics. An- their minds off other things and to set
tisemitism "did not rear its ugly head himself up as the hero .
unti l Christianity started." As soon
Mr. Bernstein closed with the stateas the Christians were free from op- mentsthat "Anti-semitism is the blight
pression ,' they themselves turned to of civilization ," and that "the Jew is
oppressing the Jews. This was about indestructible." The Jew refuses to
400 A. D.
The Jews became social assimilate or be assimilated ; thereoutcasts . Until this timo tho Jews had fore , he seems foreign in many lands
had full citizenship rights in most all in which he resides.
states of tlio day, even after Palestine was broken up and the Jewish
Library Receives
people scattered, Christianity was
(Continued from pago 1)
savage and merciless ; only if the Jew
adopted Christianity would oppression
stop. But the Jew was stubborn, As author progressed , thoir record of his
a means of self defense , the r Jew be- remarks, his confessions, his explanacame clever in matters of! finance and tions, his comments, multiplied. Hardy
trading. He used his wits as a means autographed for his American friends,
one by ono, tho books of his which
ol' keeping alive.
they bough t and read ; and into these
Luther was at first friendly to tho bodies they wrote thoir gleaning of
Jews until ho found that they would his fireside or roadside talk.
Later the American ladies settled
accept his form of Christianity no
more than that' of tho Roman Catho- in the English Lake District; but the
lics ; then Lutherans turned to per- correspondence with tho Hardys conscenting the Jews worse than tho tinued, The first Mrs. Hardy, and
Catholics had done. Then followed after hor death , Miss Florence Dugtlie expulsion of tho Jews in turn dale who became tho second ' Mrs,
from England , France, Austr i a , Spain Hardy, continue d to corres p on d w ith
' (with the Spanish Inquisition), in tho the Now Yorkers, Tho result of all
latter part of tho middle ages. It th is was a Hardy collection of unusual
wasn't until the , 19th century that tho richness and import. Tho recent
.lows wore finally emancipated in death of the Americans resulted in
Central Europe. France was first , the disposal of their London library,

aged to warrant repairs at present,
in view of the fact that the college
will move to Mayflower Hill within
the next few years. However, the
boys will eat in the old house until
they move into their new temporary
quarters. The committee has been
negotiating with the Home Owners'
Loan Corporation for the Daggett
house on Pleasant street , and will
probably have a lease on this until
noving to Mayflower Hill.
The college and other fraternities
lave been very helpful in making no
charge for quarters until mid-years,
rhe bookstor e has cooperated by allowing the purchase of new books for
replacements at wholesale prices. The
iooperation.:of the whole college and
student body has been gratefully received by tlie Dekes.
The temporary addresses of the
members of D. K. E. until they move
into their new quarters about the
middle of February are : Paul Burnham , L. C. A.; A. Thomas Clark, D.
U.; Edward Cleveland, A. T. 0.; John
Coolidge, L. C. A.; Joseph Croteau ,
Taylor House ; Clarence Dore , 9
Pleasantdale avenue; Franklin Downie , D. TJ. ; Franklyn Foster, L. C. A.;
John Foster, Hedman Hall ; Barnard
Jordan , 66 Burleigh street; H. P.
Macintosh , Hedman Hall ; Charles Maguire , Infirmary; Arnold Myshrall, L.
C. A.; Warren Pearl, D. U.; Arthur
Thompson , Roberts ; Richard White,
Infirmary ; George Young, 66 Burleigh
street.
the Hardy part of which was bought
by Mr. Wilson and turned over to the
Colby library where there was already
an extensive Hardy collection.
The autographed letters from the
Hardys, the snapshot records of their
travels , ' on, foot , by horse , and by bicycle , are exceeded in interest only
by the detailed marginal comments,
recording Hardy 's remarks about his
famous novels. These annotations,
along with the letters, have been turned over to Professor Carl J. Weber ,
Colby 's Hardy scholar, for careful
examination and study ; and plans
have been discussed by him and the
college librarian , Mr. N. Orwin Rush ,
for making this important now material available to Hardy students elsewhere, The librarian has given this
now addition to his Hardy collection
a specially enthusiastic welcome , in
view of plans under contemplation for
the recognition of tlio centennial of
Hardy 's birth in 1940.

Faculty Active
(Continued from page 1)
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Ken Smith Says Self
Is A Must For
Youth Of Today
"Growing - up is largely the matter
of getting control of oneself ," said
Ken Smith, State Director- of the Y.
M. C. A., January 8, at Forum. Mr.
Smith used as his subjec t an unusual
interpretation of the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians, pointing out
that until one had put away such
childish things as fear, greed, revenge, deceitfulness, and boasting,
one really had not gotten control of
oneself and therefore was not grown
up.
One illustration • of childishness,
which he used, was the reckless action
of many people when in control of
an automobile, their disregard for
other driver's and pedestrians. Quite
frequently one will be physically
grown-up but not be able to get along
with other people, nor to take care of
'oneself ; that person has not gotten
control of himself!
Nations, too, are still childish. They
have such things as racial, and7religious prejudice. They struggle to, have
the most ghastly armaments for wars,
and to make the others miserable.

Dr. Lougee Heads
Maine Geologists
Dr. Richard J. Lougee, professor of
the geology department was elected
to the presidency of the Maine Mineralogical and Geological Society in
their annual election in December.
Dr. Lougee, who has been an active
member of the organization in. the
^
two years and a half that he has been
here , commented, "It was certainly a
surprise to me. "
The Maine Mineralogical Society
which was founded in 1927 has- a
membership of over one hundred active members in this state. Dr. Lougee is the only Maine professor to be
elected to this position.
held at New York in Columbia University. Professor Carl J. Weber
served as secretary to the Victorian
Section of this conference. Others
present were Professors Cecil A. Rollins and C. Lennart Carlson of the
English department ; and Professors
John J. McCoy, Everett P. Strong and
Gordon W. Smith of the modern language department.
1he meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, in Richmond , Va., were attended by Professors Webster Chester
and Edward J. Colgan. Two members
of the chemistry department, Lester
F. Weeks and Wendell A. Ray, were
present at the American Chemical Society meetings at Providence. Addison Pond of the department of business administration went to Detroit
where the American Economic Association and other organizations in
similar fields held their conventions.
Other delegates from the Colby
faculty were : Professor Thomas B.
Ashcraft to the American Mathematical Society and Mathematical Association of America at Richmond and
Williamsburg, Va. ; Professor Thomas
M, Griffiths to the American Historical Association at Chicago ; Professor
Hans C. Thory to the American Philological Association and Archaeological Institute of America at' Providence; Professor Nathaniel E. Wheeler to the American Physical Society
and American Association of Physics
Teachers at Washington, D.C
_ A LocaL Cleanet't
^

The Waterville Dry Cleaners
Careful Work
"Service Which Satisf ies "
(Only the finest products used in our
cleaning process)
From 3 Hour Service up
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Lakes Region."' Pr ofessor Herbert L,
Newman gave a report to the Nation- Have Your Themes, Book Reports.
al Associ ati on of Bib lical Instructors Theses and Notes Expertly Typed
in his cap aci ty as cha irman of tho Special Rate for Collogo Students
MISS LOUISE M. HIGGINS
Committee on Syllabi,
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
Tho largest delegation,of the ColPhono 406
b y f acult y .att en ded th e sessions of 44 Mnin St.,
Rob. BSl^J '
the Mod ern Language Association WATERVILLE, ME.
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Sargent Announces
Oracle Pix Schedule

NOTI CES

1
OF THE WEEK
—'
RE: SOPHOMORIC JOBS
• In answer to letter printed in the ECHO of December
Group pictures for the 19.39 Colby
AH men of the college inter14, and signed , "Disillusioned, '41." Printed just as it Oracle are to be taken by Carleton
ested in skiing, jumping and
came to the editor.
Brown beginning on Sunday, January
cross-cou ntry skiing, meet BarDear Gladiator:
15, according to announcement today
REPRES ENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
ney Jordan at the men's gym on
Was? much disturbed ! over the recent: letter of my by Dwight Sargent , managing editor.
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Saturday, Janu ary 14, 2 P. M.
friend. He says that the December 7 issue of the ECHO Colby students must make note of the
College Publishers Representative
Advisability
of a college ski
New York . N. Y.
42o ' Madison Ave.
was "an insult to the Colby students." Gosh ! Imagine exact time and place for each picture
team is under consideration and
Chic ago • Boston • Los An geles - Sam Francisco
being so low that the Colby ECHO can get you down ! and make it a point to be there if
all inte rest ed are aske d to reImagine just an ECHO ! My friend was "stunned by such they are a member of that group. No
port.
Founded in 1877 and published weekly during the Col- a lack of incomp etency.". Wow ! Quick, Henry, the Flit ! second appointments will be made.
lege year under supervision of the students of Colby Col- And furthermore our friend lab els it a "sophomoric job"
If it is absolutely impossible for
lege. Member of the Associated Collegiate Press. En- and signs his letter as a member of the class of '41. Why
any
one group to have its picture
WaterMrs. H. Adele Howe, Perso nnel Ditered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office,
blame all the world's faults on the poor sophomores?
taken at the appointed time the head rector , Burdett College will be at Foss
ville, Maine. Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
And I bet that that queer fellow who writes "To-day 's of that group is asked to notify Hall on Monda y, January 16, to disHistory" didn't like it much to learn that he is wasting Dwi ght Sargent at once so that a suit- cuss secreta rial and business trainin g
Ed itor-in-C hief
(Tel.
774)
his time. Ain't it awful? Something must be did. And able time may be - arranged.
Wilson C. Piper , '39, D. U. House
at Burdett College with those women
Sally Aldrich, '39 (Tel. 81980) our friend , for he really is our friend , isn't it? Gets a big Sunday P.
Women's Editor
Janu ary IS. (All pic- in the senior class who may be interM-,
1010)
'39
(Tel.
Smyth
,
.Willard
Business Manager
bouquet for discovering that the ECHO is not the White
tu res on this date will be taken
ested in supplementin g their liberal
that
!
He
really
is
nice
felMule.
And
thank
God
for
;
tyre,
'39
;
Edward
Meln
at Brown 's Studio)
Delano,
'40
ASSOCIATE EDITORS : Ralph
arts educat ion with business trainin g.
Ernest Marriner, '40; Spencer Winsor, '40 ; Ruth Gould, '40 ; Ruth lows. Gee W-hiz, Yes ! White Mnle is respectable maga- 1:30—Women's Student League.
Students wishin g to see Mrs. Howe
Roberts, '41
zines. Two bits goes to alleged friend for crediting the 2:0 0—Pan-Hellenic Council.
should make appointment with Miss
thing with hunvor. (Mayb e that means dampness. Wow!) 2:30—Powder and Wig.
Swallow.
ASSISTANT EDITORS : Hartley Either, '41; Ralph B. Rowe, '41 ;
Conclusion is that why take up valuable space for col- 3:00—Debating Team.
Elmer C. Wa rren.
J. Joseph Preme, Ml; Elmer Baxter, '41 ; Edward Quarrington, '41 ;
lege weekly. Weakly said, my friend. How true when 3:30—Kappa Phi Kappa.
Stephen Sternberg, '41.
he said that there must be humorous incidents among 4:00—Chi Epsilon Mu.
.Elbert Kjoller , '40 Colby's 700 . students. Yes, Vive, Our Pal ! Hopes he 4:30—Chi Gamma Sigma.
Advertising Manager
CHI EPSILON MU
Charles R an dall , '40 learns to speakum English. Indiscriminate Brother EdiCirculation Manager
5:00—Fellowship Forum.
Thursday, Jan ua ry 19, Chi Epsilon
tor is nice fellows and recommends Disillusioned '41 to 5:30—Y. M. C A. Cabinet.
ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGERS: Raymond Burbank , '41; Paul White Mule. He has possibilities as well, as impossibiliMu will have a guest speaker , Profes 6 :00—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
Sheldon, '41; Richard Thayer , '41: Donald LaGassey , '41.
sor Lester F. Weeks , at its regular
ties. And please stop thinking that Frankie Brimsek is
Monday P. M. January 16
meet ing. He will give an illustrated
the new President of Czechoslovakia. Hopes to hear :
(Brown 's Studio)
FRESHMAN REPORTERS : Emanuel K. Frucht, Milton W. Hamilt,
ta lk on hormones. The meet ing will
sometime!!!
again
from
?
you
!
,
Stedman B. Howard, Roger Perkins, Richard J. Rancourt, Frederick
1:00—Mathematics Club.
start at 7:30 P. M. in Chemical Hall.
Amazed and Amused , '39.
Sargent , Harold Seaman, John Thomas.
1:30—Camera Club.
2 :00—Philosophy Club.
Edward Mclntyre, '39
News Editor for Week
2 :30—Arts Club.
Ernest Marriner, Jr. '40 Dear Disillusioned '41:
Make-up Editor for Week
I can sympathize with you ; for after reading your let- 3 :00—Hockey Team (Outdoor Hockey
Eink).
ter to the Gladiator , I, too , am disillusioned. When you
3:30—Sons
of Colby.
described the ECHO as a "sophomoric job ," I felt sure
"Nothine Is Known"
4:00—Women
's Athletic Association.
Few of us realize what a constant, planned process the that you must be a member of the faculty, a disgruntled 4:30—Women 's Hockey.
Distinctive recognition in the field
expending of our mental horizons really is. When any- alumnus, or at least a senior. Imagine my surprise and
Women 's Basketball.
of
history came to Prof. Thomas M.
'
only
a
mere
sophoterrible
disillusion
to
find
that
you
are
one mentions research, we. invariably picture an eccenWomen
's
Volley
Ball.
Griffiths
when he was invited to conmore.
I
can
understand
that
all-gone,
let-down
feeling
tric old professor, carrying on experiments in a remote
Women
Tennis.
's
tribute
five
articles to the "Dictionary
that
you
experienced
when
you
read
the-ECHO
;
for
I
exlaboratory ; producing "foul stinks and hellish odors" and
5:00—Pi Gamma Mu.
of
American
History" to be published
perienced
the
same
reaction
when
I
read
your
note
to
the
an occasional important discovery.
soon.
Tuesday
P.
M.,
January
11
Gladiator.
During the Christmas vacation many of our instructors
(Steps of Alumnae Building)
My disillusionment wouldn't have been so great when
Professor Griffiths has undertaken
attended annual conventions of learned societies. Four
1:00-2
:00—Senior Class Officers ,
I
found
you
to
be
of
the
class
of
'41,
if
you
had
a
few,
and completed the five articles on
of our professors spoke at these, obeying the unwritten
Men 's and Women 's.
Fort Western , Maine under Massachulaw of all investigators by giving the results of their work nay, just one constructive criticism to offer. However, it
seems
that
you
have
learned
little
else
in
your
one
year
Junior
Class Officers,
setts, the St. Croix Settlement, the
to the world free. Others of the faculty spent their vacaMen 's and Women 's.
Waldo* Patent, and the Welsh in
tion collecting and correlating new facts in their line of at Colby, but the expression of ill-founded criticisms.
Have you any idea what news value is? Don 't you think
Sophomore Class Officers,
America. Each topic is accompanied
specialization.
Men 's and Women 's.
by a selected bibliography.
In view of the great advances made yearly in various that there are many in the college who will at least search
Freshman Class Officers,
subjects , one is inclined to agree with Lincoln Steffms, for their names in one of the front page write-ups? By
The "Dictionary of American HisMen 's and Women 's '
who said "Nothing is known, the best books have not yet merely glancing through the headlines of the front page
tory" is now in the process of publi(Brown 's Studio)
been Avritten, the most beautiful music has not been com- of any collegiate weekly, a student should be informed
cation by Charles Scribner 's Sons and
posed and the most startling discoveries are waiting to be as to what has happened and what will happen relatiive 2 :30—Athletic Council.
will soon be finished. Itjs under the
to the publication date of the paper. Your criticism of 3 ;00—Phi Beta Kappa.
made."
editoi'ship of the well known historthe column, "To-day's History," is without merit. True , 3 :30—Cap and Gown.
F. S.
ian , James Truslow Adams.
all the information written there is gleaned from news- 4:00—White Mule.
Professor Griffith s is also doing a
papers and periodicals ;' in fact, Spencer Winsor , the 4:30—Oracle.
great
deal of research work on Gen.
author of the column , occasionally quotes his source. The 5 :00—Colby at the Microphone.
Now Inf ormed. . . .
Henry
Knox , secretary of war in
Wednesday P. M. , Ja nuary 18
Last fall there was comment in this column of the lack object of the column , as I see it, (and I read it each
Washington's
cabinet , whose beauti(Alumn ae Building)
of information on the part of students on the manage- week), is to save the student a little time. Here is a conful
home,
Montpelier,
in Thomaston ,
ment of their college. Last Friday in chapel Professor cise, digested report of current events, free from unes- 1:00—Concert Board.
is
kept
open
as
a
historical
site. His
1:30—Student Council.
Eustis cited the same instance of misinformation and pre- sentials, a valuable short cut to knowledge.
book
when
completed
will
be
the most
After reading your note, I felt sure that a cure is ne- 2:00—Interfraternity Council.
<« complete work ever
sented the student body with much interesting and perti;
attempted
on the
nent information about the business of the college. The cessary for you; but I don 't feel that I know yon well 2:80—Echo.
life
of
General
Knox.
whole series of chapel talks now current on the way the enough to prescribe anything. Allow me to suggest long 3:00—Phi Delta Theta.
Prof. Griffith s completed reading
college operates is a worthwhile move in providing the walks into the neighboring countryside. These will take 3:30—Lambda Chi Alpha.
the
manuscripts necessaiy for the
your
time
and
thought
away
from
other
pressing
matters.
4:00—Alpha
Tau Omega.
correct information.
completion
of the work, during the
Who
knows
but
that
you
may
develop
into
another
Rous- 4:30—Zeta Psi.
The ECHO also urged acceptance of the student counChristmas
vacation
at Chicago.
seau
;
at
least
you
will
become acquainted with nature. As 5:00—Delta Upsilon.
cil petition for a reading period , and highly commends
to
my
own
recovery,
don 't worry ; I will seek the solace of 5:30—Tau Delta Phi.
the favorable action of the faculty.
Th ursday P. M., January 19
One thing remains. There was a companion petition intimate friends.
Disillusioned
'39.
(Alumnae Building)
presented with the one mentioned which asked for reform
1:30—Delta
Kappa Epsilon.
in the foreign language requirements. The student body
2
:00—Verein
Eulenspiegel.
is at least entitled to a report on this from the adminis2
:30—Classical
Club.
tration. The question was argued considerably last year,
3
:00—Delta
Kappa
Epsilon.
B
y SPENCER WINSOR
and the petition constituted a f ormal presentation of the
President Franklin W. Johnson and
8
:30—Kappa
Delta
Rho.
entire student body. In fairness the situation calls for
George Otis Smith, chairman of the
4:00—Sigma Kappa.
an administration answer with reasons for their position. Italy Shifts To England
board of directors , left today for a
4:30—Chi
Omega.
Or perhaps we are not trying to handle this in a demoSince Germany seems unwilling to risk a general Eurotrip to the Pacific coast. The presicratic way?
pean war to back Italian demands , Italy is looking toward 5:00—Delta Delta Delta.
dent will be a speaker at a Colby dinNeville Chamberlain 's visit with great expectancy. Al- 5:30—Phi Mu.
ner in Los Angeles which is being orFriday P. M., January 20
though
pledged
to
France
ganized by Denis E. Bowman, '93,
England
might
turn
her
head
,
A cB^ireAnimal. . . .
(Colby Gym nasium)
if Italy will give the Britains a good offer. Among Italy 's
and at one in San Francisco planned
by Raymond P. Luce , '15. Since his
We are glad to see such a rush to our support after the articles of trade are the cessation of Arab agitation in 3:00—Frosh Cross County.
itinerary includes a stop-over in Chiattack on the ECHO by "Disillusioned , '41" before the Palestine , tho removal of Italian troops from Spain as 3:15—Frosh Track.
cago on tho return trip, President
holiday. There is one point in that letter which needs soon as the civil war is over, and the use of Mussolinian 4:15—Frosh Basketball.
influence with Hitler to improve - British-German trade 4:00—-Varsit y Basketball.
Johnson will speak at a Colby meetcomment—humor.
ing which , no doubt , will be organized
Humor is not included among those things that every relations. That this last offer carries weight is indicated 3:45—Varsity Track.
3:30—Varsit
y
Cross
Country.
by
tho
visi
t
of
the
President
there. Chairman Smith will also atperson can write—certainly not the kind of humor which
of tho Bank of England ,
Sat
urday
P.
M.,
Janua
ry
21
tend these meetings.
is not an assault to the college student's attention. Hence Montagu Norman , to Berlin in an effort to bring about
(Alumnae
Building)
we cannot say to a reporter , "Go out and bring in a hum- some understanding? and policy.
1:00—Daughters of Colby.
orous story." If we did , tho result would more than like- Mus&oltni Protects Ethopia and Tunisia
ly he on the level suitable for White Mule copy and quite
What Mussolini would like in return is manifold. He 1:30—Alpha Delta Pi.
unsuitable for tho ECHO , as the writer admits.
wants a chance to fcuy shares of Suez Canal stock so that 2:00—International Relations Club.
Now as to our policy on humor, The ECHO is not only Italy will have a voice in keeping her most important route 2:30—Men 's Glee Club.
willing but glad to print humorous material suited to its to E thiopia open.
He wants Tunisia made into nn In - 3:00—Women 's Glee Club.
columns from any source in college, In fact an effort has ternational settlement or at least the status of Italian 3:30—Outing Club.
Every year during mid-year exami4:00—Council on Religion. '
been made to obtain some contributions from students of citi zens in Tunis ia defined .
nations
it is customary for the Y. W.
acknowledged ability . But so far they have not been in France Continues to Look to England
C.
A.
to
sponsor teas. This year Ara position to enrich those columns. There are others who
From France the voice of M. Daladier , backed by royal
THE COLLEGIATE REVIEW
lino
Bamber
and Warren Pearl are
have tho ability. But until they come forward , finding displays «f tho loyalty of his territorial subjects , states
chairmen
of
the
committee to make
The University of California 's
thom is like hunting for the proverbial needle in a hay firmly that France will fight rather than permit another
stack. And if there are any left of insufficient mentality "Munich. " But secretl y Daladier is depending on Eng- atom-smashing cyclotro n weigh s 85 tho necessary plans.
not to realize that tho so-called "dirt" columns are not land' s backing, and as n kind of lure, French an d En gli sh tons.
_ Not only is tho Y . W . C. A. of serA Newberry College psychologist , vice
h umorous ,-—we pity thom. A personality column can bo officials talked over tho possibility of the widening and
to tho students of Colby but also
humorous. But when it is, it ceases to bo a "dirt" column , deepening of a small canal from Bordeaux, on tho Atlan- after a survey of students in 22 col- to tho Americanization School.
Helen
for it is, road for something else besides finding out what tic side of Franco, to La Nouvolle , on the Mediterranean legos , says student opinion is well to Guptill , with other Colby
students, is
one 's friends are doing. We are ready and always have side. The cost would bo $400 ,000 ,000 and could bo fin- tho righ t of center.
assisting Miss Morso, principal of tho
been, to print a humorous personality column if , as an d ished in three years ; it would enable England to readily
Ono-thjrd of tho University of Chi- school , to teach foreigners to
road ,
when the columnist ap pears. But tho columnist is a rar e transport her ships to ,ths Mediterranean , no longer de- cago students prefer symphonic music writ e, and speak tho English
lanto swing.
animal.
pending upon the now obsolete Gibralta.
guage.

Griffiths Writes

Maine Histor y Article

. . ..

TODAY'S HISTORY

Prexy And Smith
Leave For West Coast

Pearl And Bamber To
Serve Tea For Weary

Varsity Quintet Faces
Bowdoin And Bates

Review Shows Progress On May flower Hill In Last Year

Two games are on the schedule for
the Oolby varsity eourtmen within
the next three days. Tomorrow night
the quintet will take on the Bowdoin
Independents, and on Saturday evening will continue the state series in a
tilt with the Bates College outfit.
The game on Saturday night is the
relatively important one. After their
recent one point defeat at the hands
of Maine, Colby will show whether
they have been able to overhaul their
game and produce a more smoothly
coordinated quintet. On the basis of
comparative scores, which , however;
mean little, the battle should be rated
as a toss-up. M. I. T. defeated the
Bates team last Saturday by one foul
goal ,. and three weeks ago tbe Tech
players beat the Colby Mules , 36-32.
The outcome of this game will show
whether or not the state series will be
as tight as the first game last week
would indicate. A decisive v/in by
Bates would make it a favorite to cop
the crown. However, another tight
encounter would throw the series into
an even more complicated knot.
The Bowdoin Independents , unofficial team of the Brunswick institution , which does not sponsor a quintet, promises to put up a stiff 'battle.
The Independents have played a numb er of ga m es t his season , and l oo k
strong enough to compare favorably
with the Mules.
As a preliminary to the Bates game
on Saturday nigh t, the Frosh will engage a talented M. C. I. group.

D U Trims Lambda
Chi As Non-Frats
Ed ge A T O

A symbol of the realization of the
Colby dream , a modern campus,
stands in this picture of the Lorimer
Chapel. Rearing its spire on the hillside , this beautifu l structure which is
designed to be loved and . admired ,
and to form an integral part in the
lives of thousands of students, represents the beginning of a new epoch
in education at Colby. The old order
of tenacious conservatism, bordering
on degeneracy which has long typified
education, is being transplanted by
modern and scientific administration
of facilities necessary to the development of true students. Following the
trend of progress, Colby may be
proud of such a forward step.
Friends of Colby are also energetic
in their activities. Looking back over

1938, they have the satisfaction of
seeing not only the erection of the
first building, but many other accomplishments in the campus project.
These include the exterior of the Lorimer Memorial Chapel wliich was finish ed , including the 120 foot spire,
doors , windows, and outside wood
work. The concrete foundations were
completed for the Roberts Memorial
Union , which is being given 'by the
Colby alumni; also the library, the
east freshman dormitory, and the
women's social union , for which the
alumnae are now engaged in raising
funds. Excavations were ' also made
for two classroom buildings and the
west freshman dormitory, and President Franklin W. Johnson announced
in August the pledge of funds for one

A doubleheader featuring L. C. A.
and D. U. and A. T. 0. versus the
Non-Frats opened the annual interfrat basketball season here last Saturday. In the opening contest D. U.
won easily from L. C. A. by the score
of 38-22, but the night-cap resulted
in one of the closest and most exciting games ever played on the old gym
floor as the Non-Frats beat A. T. 0.
in the third overtime period by the
score of 29-28.
William Pinansky 's foul shot in the
closing seconds of the third overtime
period brought victory to the NonFrats in a game that was a real "wild
and wooly " thriller from the start.
Week of March 13
The game was hard fought by both
Zetes vs. Non-Frats.
sides and considering the excitement
D. U. vh, D . IC. K.
of the play it was cleanly played . Jack
A. T. 0. vs. Tau Delt.
Logan scored 14 points and William
Phi Delt vs. IC. D. R.
Pinansky 13 for 27 of the Non-Frats
Week of March 20
The official inter-fraternity bowl- L. C. A. vs. K. D. R.
29 points. On the losing A. T. 0.
side , Cotton stood out by scoring 11 ing schedule has just been released D. U. vs, Zetes.
by Mr. Loebs and it lists a large A. T. O. vs. D. IC. E.
points.
Tau Delt vs. Non-Frats.
number of matches bo be played durWeek of March 27
ing tli e following weeks which will in- r>. K. E. va. IC. D. R. .
sure a great deal of excitement in D. U. vs. Tau Delt.
YALE UNIVE RSITY
local Colby bowling circles this win- A. T. O. vs. Phi Delt.
SCHOOL OF NURSING
, I,. C. A. vs. Non-Frnts.
tor.
A Profession for the College ¦
Woman
Week of January 9
h. C. A. vs. D. U.
The t h i r t y-two month s'
The book value of Harvard UniverZetes vs. A. T. O,
course, providing an intensive
sity this year is $137,157,835.44.
Phi
Delt
vs.
Dekes.
and basic experience in the varTau Delt vs. IC, D. R.
The University of Wisconsin has a
ious branches of nursing, leads
new course to train students for
to the degree of
Week of January 16
L. C. A. vs. Zetes.
careers in the U. S. foreign service.

Loebs Releases
Bowling Schedule

MASTER OF NURSING

A Bachelor 's degree in arts ,
science or philosophy from a
college of approved standing is
required for admission.
For catalogue and information
address

The Dean
Yale School of Nursing
New Haven ,

Connecticut

J OIN THE CROWD AT THE

PURITAN SWEET SHOP
For Dinn er or Supper
Tasty Sandwiches of AH Kinds
at Any Tim e

Boothb y & Bartlett Co.
GENERAL INSURANCE
185 Maiii Stt

Waterville , Mc.

Phone 212-W

Rose 's Flower Shop
ovev McLellan's
Corsages Our Specialty

I). U. vs. A. T. O.
Phi Dol t vs. T«u Dolt.
1). K. E. vs Non-Pruts.
Week of February 13
h. C, A. vh. A. T. O.
1). U. vs. I'M Delt,
IC. D. K vh. Non-Frills ,
flutes vs. Tau Bolt.
Week of February 20
L. C, A. vs. Phi Doll.,
'
Zetes vs, K. D. R.
A. T. O. vs. Non-Pruts.
1) . K-.-JS . vs, Tau Dolt.
Week of February 27
L. C. A. vs. D'. IC, 13,
I) . U. vs. Noii-FmtH.
Holes vs, Plii Dolt.
A. '1\ O. vs. IC. ». R,
Week of March 6
h. C, A. vs. Tnu Delt,
B. U. vs. K. D. R,
I'lil Delt vs, Non-Frnts,
Holes vs, 1) . K. ' F,,

S3 M ain Street

|

JEFFS TAP ROOM

Dine and Dance
Opp. Stadium
Still
Have
Your
Favorite
We
LUNCHES and DRINKS

future campus; and listened . to addresses by President James R. Angell
of Yale ; Dave H. Morriss,'former Ambassador to Belgium , Carl E. Gray,
co-president of the Union Pacific System and others. The Maine Million
committee will direct a campaign this1
coming year to raise funds to make
possible the second stage of the three
year construction program which will
move Colby to its new
¦¦¦' ¦: ¦quarters .in
- A A. A
1940.

TUXEDO'S TO LET
and Accessories for Tuxedos
Our Semi Annual Sale is on in Fu ll Sway

POOLER'S MEN'S SHOP
Waterville, Maine

Continuous

WED. & THURS., J an. 11-12

from 1:30

Double Feature Program I

W ed. -Thur s.-Fri., J an. 11-12-13

"RACKET BUSTERS"

2 New Features

wi th

As Timely as Today 's Headlines
"S MASHING

George Brent , Gl oria Dickson
Hump hrey Bogart
Co-Feature

1

THE

SPY RING"
Fay Wray

Ral ph Bellamy

I

BOB BURNS
in

2nd New Feature
Tommy Kelly
Edgar Kennedy

"ARKANSAS TRAVELER"

in
"PECK'S

FRI. &SAT.,Jan. 13-14

BAD BOY WITH

THE CIRCUS"

Double Feature Program !
GENE AUTRY
in
"PRAIRIE MOON"
Co-Feature
Murder Thriller I
"THE FAST EXPRESS"
Also Serial and Cartoon !

Sat. -IVXon. -Tu es., J an. 14-16-17

M^

SAT-.-MON. -TUES.

JI

j§

"DAWN PATROL"

B

pf
H

Nivon

Rathbono

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri..

W=
Two Biff Features
A Great Outdoor
(Hi
V
Ur °
It
"HE ART OF
THE NORTH"
j |
Watowillo
in Technicolor
|h

Caron 's
Barb er Shop

of the science laboratories, although
the money would not be available for
construction until a later date.
A committee of citizens and summer residents of Maine was formed
last summer to further a program to
be known as "The Maine Million for
Mayflower Hill." These state leaders
sponsored a pilgrimage to Mayflower
Hill on August 20 which was attended
by several hundred persons who inspected the new site and model of the

j §|
j |S
fl|
38
M
§J
ij l

Hump hrey Bognrt
|
|
J
|
HI
"KING OF THE
M
j | UNDERWORLD" §|
Kay Francis
J li
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CONSTANCE BENNETT

in

"SERVICE
de
LUXE"
Vincent Price

Mis clia Auer

Charle s Rugglcs
Helen Brbderi ck
Added , Stran ger Than Ficti on
and Musical
. PRICES:
Mat,

MON. & TUES., Jan. 16-17
Y ear 's Outstanding Hit I
Norma Shearer & Tyrone Power
in
"MARIE ANTOINET TE"

1 5e-20c| Even., 20c-30c

Thrift Matinee
n /^^>
EVERY TUES.!
J. UC
Play SCREENO Every
MON. & WED . EVENIN GS
$25 FREE CASH PRIZES
Plus
GIANT $B0 OR MORE !,
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Warren Gets Philippine Bates And Maine To Announce Cast
(Continued from page 1)
Greetings Via Radio Oppose Colb y Debaters phar 's Wife," and "Romance Is a
i

Registrar Elmer C. Warren had the
unique experience of receiving holiday greetings from Manila, Philippine
Islands, via amateur radio this past
holiday period.
The message was received at station W1IST , Rumford , Maine , from
station KA1HR in Manila; and was
sent by George Crosby who was here
at Colby three years as a member of
the class of '36. While here Mr. Crosby was a member of the outing club
and was active in photography. He
was a member of one of the MacM.illan expedition to Greenland.
The message received read as follows :
"My sincerest regards to you and
my friends at college for a pleasant
holiday with plenty of snow and ice. '
Signed.
George. •

JL ^SLCon fcctioneers

- .On Wednesday, Jan. 18th, a Colby
debating team consisting of Ernest C.
Marriner, Jr., and G. Allan Brown,
taking the negative side, will debate
with Bates college on the subject, resolved: "That the United States
should establish an alliance with
Great Britain." This will take place
from 7:30 to 8:00 P, M. and it is
planned to have it broadcast over
WCSH in Portland.
Plans are being formulated for a
future dual debate with the University of Maine, Colby upholding the
affirmative side at Maine with a team
consisting of Howard Miller, George
F. Taylor and Dwight Sargent. The
negative side will be taken care of at
Waterville by a team consisting of
Harry Cohen , Joseph J. Chernauskas,
and Spencer Winsor. This debate will
'be held sometime the latter part of
•
January.
The women's division is also active
for plans are being made for Miss
Carrie Burdwood and Miss Barbara
Skehan to represent Colby in a debate
with the women 's division from Boston University.

J. O. MICHA UD

Sixty-four years ago Roanoke College students were offered board for
$6.50 a month .

Temple Street
2 Chairs Available at all times

The Williams College news bureau ,
in one football weekend , despatched
stories, totaling more than 21,000
words.

j OTaddocks
Barber Shop

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me.

Racket." The rest of the cast includes Nathanael Guptill, a new
"find," John Hawes, Harry Cohen,
Samuel Warren, and Mortimer Xenk,
all of whom have had at least high
school experience.
The cast reads as follows :
¦__ John Hawes
Dominus
A
Sulla
Estelle Rogers
Marius :
.
Harry Cohen
Dr. Gall
Samuel Warren
Mr. Fabry
Woodrow Hall
Dr. Hallemeier
Earle Higgins
Mr. Alquist
Mortimer Lenk
Consul Busman
Nathanael Guptill
Nana
Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Radius
John Pendleton
Helena, Robotess
Barbara Mitchell
The play chosen , Capek's "Rossum's
Universal Robots," a Broadway hit of
not many years ago, is the most difficult that has been attempted at Colby
for some time; and it is a play that
holds unusual interest for the playgoer. Behind the facetious title, "R.
U. R." which recalls the salutation ,
"Are you there, Charlie?" is a vivid
description of a chaotic modern world.
Although this play is a mere dream
in the imaginative mind of Capek, it
is a "nightmare in three acts and an
epilogue. " Satirical, melodramatic
filled with suspense , it is no bed-time
story. The theme is the destruction
of man in this modern world by forces
of his own invention , and paradoxically ties together such subjects as the
machine age and the Garden of Eden.
A curious combination to find in any
play, a mechanical engine and the
Garden of Eden; but this is an . unusual play.

Ronald Stor rs

(Continued from page 1)

wonderful vocabulary. He, himself ,
liked the Arabic language much bet ter than the Hebrew. About the time
of the World War the Arabs noticed

Get Your Feet Ready For Winter

Bass Moccasins
Goodrich Robbers
and Shuglovs

Gallert Shoe Store
beautiful Egypt and Palestine, as did
the Jews. They thought that Great
Britian would be dragged into war
and in the end occupy Palestine and
appoint a temporary Military Governor. This thing did. happen in 1914.
According to Sir Ronald , the Arabs
thought that they should be presented
with Palestine. They also realized
that, in the Balfour declaration , they
hadn 't been mentioned in particular,
but the Jews had. Nevertheless, they
did find that their civil and religious
rights were to be reserved. They also
noticed that their political rights
"hadn 't been mentioned."
Sir Ronald Storrs declared that as a
result of all, "the Jews and the Arabs
cannot live together." An agreement
that the most futile and smaller portion goes to the Jews, and the less
fertile and larger portion goes to the
Arabs could never be accomplished
and peace brought about. He said
that the British Government had had
control there for 20 years, but it had
not as yet settl ed the question. One
thing is sure , he says, and that is that
terrorism must be put down with an
iron hand. Murdering people in cold
blood must be stopped and peace established.
In closing, Sir Ronald said that the
British Government had been criticized for not making a policy in which
the result would be better. He also
said , in reply, that 50 nations had
signed the Balfour Declaration in
which Britain should carry out the

job , but not one of these nations have
offered help.

Socialist Leader

(Continued from page 1)

ton University and Union Theological
Seminary. He became associate pas^
tor of the Brick Presbyterian
church
in New York City. He later became
director of the American Parish and
did extensive work on the upper East
Side of New York. During the World
War , Mr. Thomas resigned his position in the church and served successively as secretary of the Fellowship
of Reconciliation , editor of the World
Tomorrow and associate editor of the
Nation. In 1922, he became executive director of the League for Industrial Democracy, the position he
holds today. In 1928, 1932, and
1936, Mr. Thomas was Socialist candidate for the presidency of the
United States.
A large group of people are expected to be present at Mr. Thomas '
addresses. 1200 complimentary tickets have been given away for his address Sunday morning. Later this
week it will be announced on the bulletin board where Colby students may
purchase tickets for tho lecture on
Monday evening. The price of these
tickets will be twenty-five cents.
Twelve medical men are held in
readiness at all Harvard home football games to aid injured players.

